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MOTTO
( العٌكبىت: ٣٤ ) (٣٤) ََاس ًَضْ ِربهَا الْ ْْ َم ْْثَالَ َوتِ ْلك
َِ ٌَّإِلَََّْْ يَ ْعقِلهَا َو َها لِل
ََْال َعالِوىى
Meaning :
And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them
except those of knowledge.1 (Al-Ankaboot:43)
Artinya :
Dan perumpamaan-perumpamaan ini Kami buat untuk manusia; dan tidak ada
yang akan memahaminya kecuali mereka yang berilmu.2 (Al-Ankabut:43)
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ABSTRACT
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Language presupposition on BBC
Advertisement. English Literature
Department, Adab and Humanities Faculty,
The State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi.
: DR. M. Yusuf, M.Ed……………
: Minsakutra M.Hum

This research aimed to describe about Language Presupposition On BBC
Advertisement. The purpose of this study was (1) would find out meaning of
presupposition by BBC Advertisement (2) want to know the types of
presupposition by BBC Advertisement (3) would find the function of
presupposition by BBC Adveertisement. This research used the theory of George
Yule to find out the meaning of language presuposition and types of language
presuppostion. And also used the theory of Liping Ge to analysed the function of
presupposition. This research used qualitative method to analyze the data. The
object of this research is BBC Advertisement. The result of this research, there are
the meaning of presupposition that found on BBC advertisement. The meaning of
presupposition, there are 15 data indicate presupposition on BBC advertisement.
Then, found the types of presupposition. There are 5 data indicate Existential
presupposition, 2 data indicates Lexical presuppoition, 3 data of Factive
presupposition, 1 data indicate counter factual presupposition, 1 data indicate Non
factive presupposition. Then, also found the function of presupposition. There are
1 data indicate Concisenness function, 2 data indicate Enlargement function, 3
data indicate Inteestingness function, 3 data indicate Emphasize function, 2 data
indicate Self protection function, 2 data indicate Euphemism function, 1 data
indicate Concealment function, 1 data indicate Persuasion function.

ABSTRAK
Ambarwati, Putri, 2019.

Pembimbing I
Pembimbing II

Bahasa Praanggapan pada Iklan BBC
Sastra Inggris Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora,
Universitas Islam Negeri Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi.
: DR. M. Yusuf, M.Ed……………
: Minsakutra M.Hum

Penelitian ini dimaksudkan untuk menggambarkan bahasa praanggapan
pada iklan. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk (1) menemukan makna bahasa
praangapan pada ilan BBC, (2) mengetahui tipe bahasa praanggapan pada iklan
BBC, (3) menemukan fungsi bahasa praanggapan pada iklan BBC. Penelitian ini
menggunakan teori George Yule untuk makna bahasa praanggapan pada iklan
BBC dan tipe bahasa praanggapan dan juga menggunakan teori Liping Ge untuk
menganalisis fungsi bahasa praanggapan. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode
kualitatif untuk menganalisis data. Objek penelitan ini adalah iklan BBC. Hasil
dari penelitian ini, ditemukan makna bahasa praanggapan yang ditemukan pada
iklan BBC. Makna bahasa praanggapan, terdapapat 15 data yang diindifikasi
menjadi bahasa praanggapan pada iklan BBC. Kemudian, ditemukan Tipe bahasa
praanggapan, terdapat 5 data yang dindikasi termasuk Existential presupposition,2
data yang diindikasi termasuk Lexical presupposition,3 data yang diindikasi
Factive presupposition,1 data diindikasi Counterfactual presupposition,1 data
diindikasi Non factive presupposition. kemudian, juga ditemukan fungsi bahasa
praanggapan. Terdapat 1 data yang diindikasi Conciseness function, 2 data yang
diindikasi Enlargement function, 3 data yang diindikasi Interestingness function, 3
data yang diindkasi Emphasize function, 2 data yang diindikasi Self protection
function, 2 data diindikasi Euphemism function, 1 data diindikasi Concealment
Function, 1 data diindikasi Persuasion fungsi.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Problem
Language is a stystem that connects thoughts, which can not be seen, or
touched, with sounds letters, manual signs, or tactile symbols.1 In the language
also there is information inside. But sometimes people often miss understanding
with another person because of the sentence or words, which means sometimes it
is not based on the context. They interpret the meaning too large or is not use the
background of the speaker, thus miss understanding could be happen.
In pragmatics, a subdiscipline of linguistics a presupposition is when we
interpret utterance, we use as background our best guesses about what the
communicator assumes are the preconceptions and relevant information that we
can bring to the comprehension task. Such presumed to be shared beliefs that are
taken for granted by the speaker or writer and are expected to be used for
interpreting the message.2 There are four areas of

Pragmatics concern with;

entailment, deixis, implicature, and presupposition. According to Yule defines
presupposition is something that the speaker assumes to be the case prior in
making an utterance.3 It can be said that the presupposition itself is about an
implicit assumption about the background belief relating to an utterance.
Presupposition is a communicative act whereby the speaker instructs the
hearer stop add

a presupposition to her/his background knowledge and this

expand the common ground between the interlocutors prior to adding another
(aserted) proposition, in order to delimit the field of relevance of the asserted
proposition.4
1

Gerald P. Delahunty and James J.Garve. 2010. The English Language From Sound to
Sense.Colorado State University. p.5
2
Patrick Griffiths. 2006.An Introduction to English Semanyc and Pragmatics.Great
Britania. Edinburgh University Press. p.83
3
George Yule, 1996. Pragmatics. Oxford University Press. p.25
4
Hans-Jurgen Sasse and Fritz Serzisko. 2003.Topics Presuppotion and Theority. Zu Koln
University. p. 94

1

2

The presupposition of an utterance are pieces of information that the speaker
assume(or act as if she assumes) in order for her utterance to be meaningful in the
current context.5
There are two forms language of advertising, they are spoken language and
written language. form of advertising by written language usually can be seen in
newspaper and magazine. While in spoken language , it is used on electronic
media like radio and television. Advertisement is “a paid, mediated, form of
communication from an identifiable sources, design to persuade the reader to take
some action , now or in the future.” the term “mediated” means , simply that some
medium like television or newspaper or even the internet conveys the message
from sender to receiver,as opposed to direct “in-person”communication. The term
“identifiable

source”

distinguishes

advertising

from

wholly anonymous

communication, such as those found in some unsolicited e-mail . the”action” can
be buying a product or service.6
One definition of advertising is advertising is the non personal communication of
information usually persuasive in nature about product,service,or ideas by
identified sponsor through the various media.
In modern society, advertising plays a very important role in people‟s daily
life. The language of advetisement is basically persuasive; therefore all possible
means, liguistic or non linguistic, have been adopted by advertisement writer to
serve the purpose of advertisement. As a very important topic in linguistic,
especially in pragmatics. Presupposition is frequently employed in order

to

enhance the effects of persuasion in advertisement because of its own special
properties, there are some relation between presupposition and advertising
language.
BBC or The British Broadcasting Company, as the BBC was originally
called, was formed on 18 October 1922 by a grouping of leading wireless
manufactures including Marconi. BBC is a British Publication devoted to history
articles on both British and world history
5

and are aimed at all levels of

Potts Christopher. 2014. Presupposition and Implicature. Standford Linguistics. p. 3
Jef Richard,Terry Daughter and Kelty Logan. 2009. Advertising History. Michigan State
University. p.1
6

3

knowledge and interest. The publications releases thirteen editions a year, one per
month and a chrismas special editions and is owned by BBC Studios but is
published under license by the Immediate Media Company.
Awarding of BBC is over the year BBC Research and Development and its
forerunners have been recognize by their peers as making major contributions to
the world of broadcasting. First, BBC R&D won two awards at the 2018 by
International Broadcasting Convention (IBC). Second, BBC got awarding by
Europian Broadcasting Union (EBU) in Technology and Innovation Award.
Thirds, BBC got awarding by TVB Awards in Achievement in Sound and still
many awards for BBC.
Because of that, the writer is interested in choosing Language
Presupposition as a topic. Because it related in this era. We live in this world need
communication and the communication can be by language. here, it is related
with presupposition. As we know that language has information inside.
presupposition is closely related to the information. It allows the hearer to accept
more than one presupposition with a single sentence. Example, “I need pencil
box”. The hearer can be assume that 1.) she needs pencil box, or 2.) she is looking
for pencil box which is not bring at the school. Presupposition is an effective way
to serve advertisements in order to attract people to purchase the products.
Advertisements attempt to persuade us to buy certain products or persuade people
to do something.Advertisements cannot develop without language presupposition.
Presupposition has a great deal of importance in persuasive language, particularly
in advertising language. Usually advertisers are not allowed to make direct
assertion about their product. They can generally make indirect assertion, through
presupposition. Advertisers frequently use presupposition in language to help
advertising to realize its function. Therefore presupposition and the language of
advertisement should be discussed together. Advertisement has been familiar to
all people in the world because advertisement becomes a way to get some
information about product or services.

4

From the explanation above, here the

writer will analyze about the

presupposition. After look at the advertisement‟s sentences, the researcher was
interested in doing this research entitled “Language Presupposition On BBC
Advertisement”.

B. Formulation of Problem
Based on the background of the problem above , the writer made three
formulation of the problem. The formulation of the problem could be formulated
as follow :
1. What are the meaning of presupposition are found in the BBC
Advertisement?
2. What are the types of presupposition are found in the BBC Advertisement?
3. What are the functions of presuposition are found in BBC Advetisement?

C. Limitation of Problem
In this research, the writer limits the discussion on pragmatics analysis. it
deals with presupposition and it is one of the branches of pragmatics. It is
described in the form of picture on sentence. The limitation of the research is
focused on Language presupposition. It is meaning, type, and function in BBC
advertisement. So many Advertisement media in the world such as Washington
DC, Daily Mail, Guardian, Times, Chicago Tribun, USA Today, LA Times and
etc. Why does the writer take BBC finally because the awarding which BBC got
is good and the writer just find the Advertisement on BBC than the others. So
here, BBC become the object of the research.

D. Purpose of Research
1. To know What are the meaning of presupposition found in BBC
Advertisement?
2. To know what are the types of presupposition found in the BBC
Advertisement?

5

3. To fnd what are the functions of presuposition are found in BBC
Advetisement?

E. Significance of the Research
In this thesis, the writer analyze about Language Presupposition. The writer
would like to find in meaning, types, and function of presupposition on BBC
Advertisement..
Because presupposition has correlation in advertisement and they can not saparate
each others. Practically, the result of this study is suposed to give some
contributions. In addition, it can be a reference for the next researchers who are
interested in analyzing Language Presupposition.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Pragmatics
In this research, the writer will use Pragmatics theory. In a modern era,
communication oriented terminology, we prefer to talk about “message” and
”language” users in contrast to traditional linguistics which first and foremost
concentration the elemens and structures (such a sound and sentences) that the
language users produce. pragmatics focuses on the language using human. Put
differently, pragmatics is interested in the proccess of producing language and in
its producers not just in the end product language.7
Pragmatics is the study of those context dependent aspect of meaning which are
systematically abstracted away from in the construction of content or logical
form.8
From that sentences, pragmatics theory treats linguistics work primarily in
relation to the author. It defines Presupposition as an communicative act which
has meaning and what the speaker will say is understood also by the interlocutor.
Pragmatics is included pattern of lingustics action, language functions, types of
inferences, principle of communication, frames of knowledge, attitude and beliefs,
as well as organisational principle of text ad discourse.
Pragmatics deals with meaning in context which for analytical purposed can
be viewed from different perspective (that of the speaker, the recipient,the analyst,
etc).9 Pragmatics is concerned with the use of these tools in meaningful

7

Jacob L. Mey. 2001. An IntroductionPragmatic. USA. Blackwell Publishing. p.20-21
Laurence R.Horn and Gregory Ward. 2004. The Handbook of Pragmatic.USA. Blackwell
Publishing. p.14
9
Wolfram Bublitz, Neal R. Norick (Eds). 2011. Foundations of Pragmatics. Germany. De
Gruyter Mouton. p.19
8

6
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communication. pragmatics is about the interaction of semantycs knowledge with
our knowledge of the world , taking into account context of use.10
So that, from some of these description the researcher capable of summing up that
pragmatics is oneof the studies about meaning in language proccess that used to
communicate between society. Related to this rule, it can be said that coversation
needs more contributions to interpreting each utterance between speaker and the
hearer to create suitable communication.

B. Presupposition
Presupposition of an utterance are the pieces of information that the speaker
assumes in order for their utterance to be meaningful in the curent context.11
According to Yule states that presupposition is something the speaker assumes to
be the case prior to make an utterance. The relation of presupposition and
advertisement are very hard to separate. One of ways interested and understand of
advertisement has known the language used. Pragmatics is branch of linguistics.
According to Rooth and Dryer Presuppositon have been defned in term of
beliefs on part of

the speaker and or the author, in order to presuppose a

proposition. It is said the speaker has to believe or to assume that the auditor
believe that the proposition is true. Presupposition is a communicative act
whereby the speaker instructs the hearer stop add a presupposition to her/his
background knowledge and this expand the common ground between the
interlocutors prior to adding another (aserted) proposition, in order to delimit the
field of relevance of the asserted proposition.
Based on some definition of pesupposition above, the writer can conclude
the presupposition is communicative act which is what does the speaker said of an
utterance are the pieces of information which the speakers assumes in order for
their utterance to be meaningful in the curent context and the interlocutor knows
what the speaker‟s mean or what will the speaker say is understood also by the
interlocutor.
10

Patrick Griffiths.2006. An Introduction to English Semanyc and Pragmatics. Great
Britania, Edinburgh University Press. p.14
11
Potts Christopher. 2014. Presupposition and Implicature. Standford Linguistics. p. 3
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1. Meaning of Presupposition
According to George Yule, a presupposition is something the speaker
assume to be the case prior to making an utterance.12 It can be said that the
presupposition itself is about an implicit assumption about the background belief
relating to an utterance. Example, Marry‟s brother bought three horses.
In producing the utterance, the speaker will normally be expected to have the
presupposition that a person called Marry exists and that she has a brother. The
speaker may also hold the more specific presupposition that Marry has only one
brother and that he has a lot of money.

2. Types of Presupposition
According to Potts clasifies presupposition into two types namely,
a. Pragmatic Presupposition
Pragmatics presupposition include the preconditions for linguistic
interaction (for example the mutual public knowledge that someone

is

speaking at the same language), the norms of turn-taing in dialogue and more
particularized information about conversational plans and goals. The clearest
instance of pragmatic presupposition are those that can not easily be traced to
specific words of phrases but rather then to arise from more general properties
of the context and the expectation of the discourse participants.
b. Semantyc Presupposition
Semantyc presupposition are part of enclode meanings of specific words
and construction, called presupposition trigges. Semantyc accounts are
potentially compatible with pragmatic ones, in the sense that using a
presupposition triggers is an exellent way to achieve the speaker action of
presupposing. However the semantyc view at least allows for the posibelity
that a speaker‟s uttearnce could presuppose a preposition. Even as that the
speaker did not intend sto presuppose, whereas that is imposible in an account
founded entirely on speaker intention.
12

George Yule. 2011. Pragmatic Functions of Presupposition in Advertising English.
Asian Culture and History. Vol. 3 No.1 January. p.153
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Presupposition

has

been

treated

in

variety

of

semantyc

and

pragmaticframework. In particular, sematyc treatments of presupposition have
been concern with the truth value of the proposition they express the truth of
the containing simple, complex or coordinate sentence.
Then, based on Yule classifies presupposition into six types, namely:
a. Existential Presupposition
Existential Presupposition is not only assumed to be present in possesive
constructions ,but more generally. By using any of the expressions in the
speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence of the entities named.
For example:
“there is someone stole Andy‟s motorcycle”
It can be presupposed that:
1.) There is a motorcycle
2.) There is thief
3.) There is someone named Andy

b.

Factive Presupposition
This presuppotion derived from some verbs that can conclude a fact

follows such as “know” and “realize”. The verbs have an exact meaning that
can be treated as a fact.
For examples:
“Andy seemed to have a fever and did not realize that there was heavy rain
outside”.
It can be presupposed that:
1.) Andy gets fever
2.) There was heavy rain outside

10

c. Lexical Presupposition
The use of one form with its asserted meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition that another (non-asserted) meaning is
understood and involving the lexical items, stop, start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece.
For example:
“Irsan stopped smoking”, it can be presupposed that:
1.) He used to smoke when he was young but now he stopped smoking.
2.) he has known the danger of smoke.

d. Non factive Presupposition
Non factive Presupposition is one that assumed not to be true. Verbs likes
dream, imagine, and pretend, as shown in the example below are used with
the presupposition that what follows is ot true.
For example:
“I dream that she was rich”, it can be presupposed that
1.) Actually she was not rich
2.) I just dream about her.

e. Structural Presupposition
In structural presupposition certain sentence structures have been analyzed
as conventionally and regularly presupposing that part of the structural
already assumed to b true. The WH-Question construction in Enlish is
convetionally interpreted with the information after the who form is already
known to be the case.
For example:
“what is that in the cupboard?”, it can be presupposed that
1.) There is something in the cupboard
2.) The cupboard is empty

11

f. Conterfactual Presupposition
Conterfactual Presuppositon has a meaning that what is presupposed is
the opposite of what is true, or contrary to facts. For instance, some
conditional structure , generally called conterfactual conditionals, presuppose
that the information , in the If-clause is not true at the time of utterance.
For example:
“If Synta come today, she will meet Andy”, it can be presupposed that:
1.) Synta does not come
2.) Synta does not meet Andy

3. Pragmatic Functions of Presupposition in English Advertisement
According to Liping Ge clasifies into: 13
a. Conciseness Function
concise language means economy of cost; from readers‟s aspect, concise
language is more interesting , more effective, and more persuasive. In peccei‟s
view,” presupposition is inference about what is asumed to be true”.The fact that
pesupposition is a kind of inference contributed to the conciseness of advertising
language because it need not to be said on purpose and even can omit
corresponding expression of such information accordingly.
Many advertisements contain pragmatic presupposition that are not stated
out. Take one of the most often used syntactical structures in advertising
language-imperative sentence for instance. The structure, like “buy x” or “do x”
and “ you will....” in advertisment means something more like the structures “you
need x” , “ x will bring you....”, or “ you‟ll find comfort and relief with x”. These
presupposition, unneccessary to be spoken out, make advertising language
directly concise and they bring immedieteffectiveness to advertisers.

13

Liping Ge. 2011. Pragmatic Functions of Presupposition in Advertising English. Asian
Culture and History. Vol. 3 No.1 January. p.153
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b. Interestingness Function
Lively, vivid and aesthetic advertising language constituents are a main
factor for arousing reader‟s interest . presupposition triggered by presupposition
triggers make the same assertion emege in various form. For example the
assertion like “kodak is olympic color” can be realize in the following forms.
Kodak is olympic color.
(1) People know kodak is olympic color
(2) How do you know kodak is olympic color
(3) It is kodak that is olympic color
(4) We feel happy/pleased/surprised that kodak is olympic color
(5) Why is kodak olympic color

c. Enlargement Function
Presupposition can enlarge the amount of advertising information hardly
appears solely.
This year, I’ll stop asking.”Do I look fat” (Slimming food)
The assertion information on that is “this year I‟ll stop ask....‟ and the
presupposition information is “I have asked before” and “I look fat”. That
example has assertion information and presupposition information. Therefore,
presupposition can enlarge the amount of

advertisement

information by

increasing the advertising information density.

d. Emphasis Function
In communcation, no matter in oral form or in written form, people convey
certain information. The information can be clasified into two kind : given
information and new information. As Haliday suggest, the speaker will order
given information before new information. The “unmarked” sequencing of
information structure is taken to be “given-new”, which means the arangement of
information is in a squence that is from given information to new information.
The infomation focus is often arranged at the last lexical item of the new
information that is put at the end of an utterance. Since this order is the most

13

common way in sequencing information units and the most common way in
marking the information focus, it is called “normal focus” or “unmarked focus”.
However, advertises often adjust the position of information focus in order to
highlight or emphasize certain information. They may make the information focus
fals on the othes lexical items rather than the last one in theinformation units.

e. Euphemism Function
In order, to push the advertised product, sometimes the advertisement
writers have to point out the undesired states in which the consumers are. Without
doubt doing so will threaten the face of the consumers, engendering the antipaty
of them.
According to Brown and Levinso, politeness is very important for the
success of the communication and politenes involves us showing an awareness of
other people‟ face wants. Here face refers to our public self image, including
positive face and negative face. By positive faces, it means that we have the need
to be accepted and liked by others, and to feel that our social groups share
common goals while negative face refers to our right and independence of action
and our need not be imposed by others. In a nutshell,

in order to make

communication more successful, mitigating device and face saving act are
indispensable. This is to say in the procces of writting the advertiement , the
advertisement writer must take the consumer‟s face wants into consideration by
employing mitigating devices and face saving acts such as circumlocution.
For example:
The fast, gentle, long lasting way to eliminate your unsightly hair and keep you
skin looking smooth, silky and sensual. Hair off , by Lary Mathews”
That advertisemnt presuppose that you have unsightly hair. This kind of
presupposed information will of cause occasion people‟s antipathy if they are told
so directly because this will endanger their faces and embarass them greatly.
However, this kind of antipathy will be diminished or diverted because it is only
presupposed and not asserted by the speaker or writer and the focus of
information in the advertisement is on the asserted information that using hair off,
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by Larry Mathews can keep your skin looking smooth , silky and sensual. Thus,
the purposes of advertising have been achieved successfully without endangering
the faces of costumers.

f . Concealment Function
Sometimes advertises conceal specific advertising information deliberately
to achieve cetain effect and presupposition hence is employed. Why presuppoition
serves the purpose of concealment is that presupposition is subjective in essence.
Pesuppodition closely connects with the speaker‟s belief, attitude and intention. In
addition it comes from

people‟s knowledge about

the way language users

coventionally intepret the words and structures that trigger it, so presupposition
can be quite “sneaky”. It has the features of concealment and so it is employed to
cover some facts in advertisement.

g. Persuasion Function
Presupposition information contained in an utterance has the function of
presuppositions in any easy and a conceable way. All questions have inner
presuppositions, and they are persuasive. Frequently they are regarded as “very
useful for interrogators or trial lawyers. It is the same in advertisement.
Advertisers makes use of this feature and they employ presuppositions in
their advertisements to show their points of views that can force the advertisement
recipients into the designed mode of thinking and that can force the advertisement
following example serves such a function.
Why sony, when they could have any TV in the world? (Sony TV Set)
In asking question, the advertisers have pressumed that people would like to use
sony TV set even though they could have any otehr TV set in the world fact.
Therefore, this fact is rounabout way in eulogizing the subscribed TV.
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h. Self Protection Function
In order to distiguish their own advertisement and get attention from
customers in a fierce competition in advertising field, advertisers spare no efforts
in publicizing the merit of their products. This leads to the employement of some
advertising measures like hyperbola and comparison. Hyperbola is kind of
rhetorical device often used in advertisements. It is the deliberate use of
overstatement or exaggeration to achieve the goal of information emphasis. By so
doing, the advertisement will leave a very deep ompression on the minds of the
consumers; however, it may also be very repulsive to the consumers. Therefore,
here presupposition can play its role again because it can downgrade the degree of
the laudatory words, phrases and expressions and make the advertisement at least
appear to be more objective. For example:
And it’s the reason why millions of American are falling in love with the first
really new bed in 75 years: our high tech weightless sleep system.
In the above example from an advertisement for tempur pedic bed, it is
obvious that certain seemingly exaggerated information is conveyed by factive
presupposition and existential presupposition. Needless to say, such expressions
as “millions” of and “the first really new” etc.will undoubtly give the consumers
an impresion that the advertised poduct is perhaps exaggerated and doubs will be
thrown on the credibility of the advertisement. However, if such information is
transmitted through presupposition, the exaggeration or praise of the properties of
the product will be somehow downgrade because these pieces of information are
not directly asserted . in other words , factive presupposition in this advertisement
is manipulated properly to achieve maximal advertising effects.

4. Review of Related Research
There has been some previous researcher about presupposition which is
conducted by the preveous researcher, they are:
The first thesis about An Analysis of Laguage Presupposition in
Advertisements of TV Channel in Indonesia by Siti Nur Hikmah, English and
Literature Department, Adab and Humanities Faculty, Alaudin State Islamic
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University of Makasar 2017. This research discussed about presupposition used in
advertisement of TV channel in Indonesia. The aimed of this research were to
describe and find out the types of presupposition used in advertisement of TV
channel in Indonesia. This research used descriptive qualitative method and
Yule‟s theory. Th researcher used note taking as instrument of this research in
order tp get the valid data. The findings showed that there were three types of
presupposition that used in English Advertisement of TV Channel in Indonesia,
those are : eistential presupposition, structural presupposition, and conterfactual
presupposition. In English advertisements, the researcher found that there were
eight data existential presupposition. The reearcher conclude that everyone who
presupposed something that they must have different presupposition.
The second research about A Pragmatic Analysis of Presupposition in
Genndy Tartakosvsky‟s Hotel Transylvania by Briant Nino Aditya, English
Language and Arts,Fculty of Language And Arts, Yogyakarta State University
2014. The object of this research are to describe the types of presupposition used
by the main character in HotelTransylvania movie and to interpret the implied
meaning of the main character‟s utterance in Hotel Transylvania movie.
Yule‟stheory of presupposition and Holmes‟s theory of context are used by the
researcher to answer the formulated research qustions. This research is qualitative
study applying descriptive qualitative method. This ubject of the reearch is a
movie entitled Hotel Transylvania directed by Genndy Tartakovsky. The data
were so scenes including the utterance said by the speaker and heard by hearer .
the data analyis was conducted by clasifying and categorizing the data to find the
inference. The triangulation method was applied to gain the trustworthiness of the
data by consulting his findings with his consultants and friends. The finding of the
research ae as follow: in Hotel Transylvania , all Yule‟s six types of
presupposition are found . those six types of presupposition are existential
presupposition (12,5%), factive presupposition (15%), Non factive presupposition
(5%), lexical presupposition (20%), structural presupposition (20%), and counter
Factual Presupposition (27,5). Then the counter factual presupposition is the most
used type of presuppoition found i the conversations between the character in
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Hotel Transylvania movie. The implied meaning in the conversation are gained by
analyzing the context because in pragmatic study , context is essential to figure
out theimplied meaning. The context of the conversation between the characters in
Hotel Transylvania is gained through four factors. They are (1) the participants,
(2) the setting or social context of the interaction, (3) the topic of the conversation,
and(4) the function of the conversation.
The third reserach about A Study on Pragmatics Presupposition in
Countries and States‟ Slogans by Astika Christia Destin, English Language
Education Study Program Department of Language and Arts Education Faculty
of Teachers Training and Education Sanata Dharma University Yogyakarta 2013.
In this research, there are two research problems. The first problem is how
presuppositional triggers hold to support the categories f presupposition into its
type. The second one is what types of presupposition that occur in countries‟ and
state‟ slogans are. Those two research problems lead the readers to the objectives
of this study which are to find out the kinds of presuppositional triggers and types
of presupposition of country and states‟s slogans. The method of this qualitative
research was content analysis. The researcher also applied descriptive approach as
one of special features of qualitative research which the final result of this esearch
is interpreted in a form of a rich description. This research used 79 country
slogans which had been listed and categorized alphabetically into their continents
as the data. Since this research applied content analysi, the primary instrument to
collect and analyze the datawas the researcher.
The results show that there were 6 out of 13 kinds of presuppositional
triggers occur in country slogans or taglines ,namely definite descriptions,
implicative verbs, changeof statue verbs, factive verbs, comparison and contrast,
and iteratives. There were 54 definite descriptions, 6 implicative verbs, 3 change
were aalso found three out of six types of presupposition , namely existential
presuppositional, factive preupposition, and lexical presupposition. There were 58
presupposition. for the future researchers, it is reccomended to conduct qualitative
research. Future reseachers could conduct research

which analyzes the
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satisfaction of such presuppositions by reffering to the truth values and the truth
conditions.
The defferences the writer and others research is about Language
Presupposition On BBC Advertisement. In this research, there are three
formulation of problems. The first problem is what are the meaning of
presupposition in BBC Advertisement, Second is the types of presupposition
found in BBC Advertisement, and the third is how are the function of
Presupposition in BBC Advertisement. Those three research problems lead the
readers to the objectives of this study which are to find out the meaning, types and
function of presupposition on BBC Advertisement. The data of this research are
“BURGER KING” on November 21,2018, “McDONALS” on November
21,2018, “RED BULL” on January 16,2019, “REVOLUT” on February 4, 2019
,and “PALL MALL” on November 13,2012. The method of this is qualitative
research was content analysis.

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH

A. Design of Research
In writting this thesis, the writer will use Descriptive Qualitative method
that is suitable with the aim of the research. Qualitatitive research may be in
descriptive form. The data collected in the form of words as descriptive
Explanation than number. The result of the research containts are the meaning,
types, and the function of presuppositon in Advertisement from the data.
Descriptive research is research which aims to describe a phenomenon accurately
based on the charasteristic of research.
Qualitative research is about immersing oneself in a scene and trying to
make sense of it wether at a company meeting , in a community festival, or during
an interview.14 Qualitative research is means for exploring and undertanding the
meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.15 It means
that qualitative research is a method that how can the researcher immersing
theirselves in anywhere for exploring and undertanding the meaning individuals
or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.
In collecting data, the writer will use the library research. The writer will
read books, articles and journals as the second data that relates to the topic. It is
clear that those data collected by the writer in form of words or sentences that will
take from the advertisement.
Qualitative research is analyzing descriptive data that is collected is in the
form of senteces, where descriptive data such as written by using qualitative
research. The researcher will have the right answer about the questionin analyzing
the Language presupposition on BBC Advertisement.
In this research, the writer will find the meaning, types and the function of
presupposition in BBC Advertisement.

14

Sarah J. Tracy. 2013. Qualitative Research Methods. United Kingdom. Willey
Blackwell. p.3
15
John W. Creswell. 2009. Research Design. Los Angeles. Sage. p.4
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B. Source of Data
The source of data in this research from BBC Website. They are:
“BURGER KING” on November 21,2018 , “McDONALS” on November
21,2018, “RED BULL” on January 16,2019 , “REVOLUT” on February 4, 2019
and

“PALL MALL” on November 13,2012. The researcher took these

advertisements because the advertisement use Englih as their text and its
interesting to analyze.

C.

Technique of Data Collection
In this research, the writer will use documentation technique to get the data.

According to Sugiyono stated “Dokumen merupakan catatan peristiwa yang
sudah berlalu. Dokumen bisa berbentuk tulisan, gambar atau karya-karya
monumental dari seseorang.”16. It means that Document is source data such as
film, picture, and anything which give the information for the research proccess.
There are some steps in the technique of data collection in doing this
research :
1. Taking the BBC Advertisements
After getting the source, the writer will take the data to make sure
that the data have correlation with the research support the researcher.
2. Analyzing the text of the BBC Advertisements.
After taking and understanding repeadly, the writer will analyze the
text of advertisement.
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Sugiyono. 2015. MEMAHAMI PENELITIAN KUALITATIF. Alfabeta Bandung. P.82
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D. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer will analyze the data in qualitative
research. technique analysis data is used to answer the formulation of the problem.
In the analysis the data, the writer will use a technique of data analysis the data by
using the content analysis method. According to John W. Creswell said :
“The proccess of data analysis involves making sense out of text and image data.
It involves preparing the data for analysis, conducting different analysis, moving
deeper and deeper into understanding the data, representing the data and making
interpretation of the large meaning of the data”.17
Data analysis involves collecting open-ended data. Based on asking general
quetions and developing an analysis from the information supplied by
participants.
In this thesis, the writer will use content analysis which is it stated by
Bernard Berelson. He said content analysis is a research tool used to determine the
presence of certain words, themes, or concept within some given qualitative data.
18

It is why the writer will be able to analyze the presence, meaning and

relationship of such certain word, themes and concept.
So, the writer will be able to analyze the data has been founded in Language
Presupposition on BBC Advertisement to find the answer of the formulation of
problem that has been formulated.
The technique are :
1. Identifying the data
The writer will identify the data which have the correlation with the
Language Presupposition On BBC Advertisement.
2. Classifying the data
The writer will classify the data which have correlated with the
Language Presupposition On BBC Advertisement.
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John W. Creswell. 2009. Research Design.Los Angeles. Sage. p.183
Bernard Berelson. 1952. Content Analysis in Communication Research. New York:
free press. , p.182
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3. Analyzing, Describing, and explaining the data
The writer will analyze, describe and explains the Language
Presupposition On BBC Advertisement.
4. Making the conclusion of the data
After all the data had been analyzing, describing and explaining in
the research, the writer will make the conclusion of the research.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS

A. Finding of The Research
In the research, the writer selected 5 advertisements on the BBC. The writer
presented explanation about the meaning, types, and functionof Presupposition in
the Advertisement. In this research, the writer found the types of presupposition
according to Yule such as Existential Presuppoition and etc. For example: Pall
Mall (Famous Ciggarates). From that conclude in Existential Pesupposition which
is not only assumed to be present in possesive constructions ,but more generally.
By using any of the expressions in the speaker is assumed to be submited to the
existence of the entities named.
The writer also found the function of presupposition on advertisement
according to Liping Ge such as Conciseness, Interestingness and Emphasis
function. For example: Pall Mall (Famous Ciggaretes). From that conclude in
Conciseness and Interestingness function which is Conciseness is like make the
sentence more simple but can persuade people and by Interestingness is from that
sentence “Famous” make it people think awesome about the product. And by
Emphasis is same as interestingness. The word “Famous” is affirmation about the
product so that the people have preconception that is famous product.

B. Analysis of the Research
1. Meaning Of Presupposition
According to George Yule, a presupposition is something the speaker assume to
be the case prior to making an utterance19. It can be said that the presupposition
itself is about an implicit assumption about the background belief relating to an
utterance. We can identify some of the potentially assumed information that
would be associated with the utterance.
19

George Yule. 2011. Pragmatic Functions of Presupposition in Advertising English.
Asian Culture and History. Vol. 3 No.1 January. p.153
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Advertisement 1

Description
In the picture, there is cigeratte advertising. This cigarette has a man who
enjoy smoth smoking. It makes men persuade to buy the product. Pall Mall
Cigarette is wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the
sensation.
Text of advertisement : Pall Mall “Famous Cigarettes”. The Presupposition :
1.) Pall Mall is a famous Cigarettes product all the time.
2.) Pall Mall product is the only one Cigarettes product which famous
among another.
3.) Pall Mall is interesting product.
4.) PALL Mall is high quality product
5.) Pall Mall is not famous poduct
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Advertisement 2

Description
In the picture, there is Red Bull advertising. This drinkinghave two Red bull
who collide each other. It makes people think what is that mean. Redd Bull is
wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the sensation.
Text of advertisement : Red Bull “Sugar Free”. The Presupposition :
1.) Red Bull is the product which have less sugar even there is no sugar on
the product.
2.) Red Bull is the product which have sugar more enough that people have
not already belive about the product.
3.) Red Bull is the product for people who use the sugar only.
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Advertisement 3

Description
In the picture, there is Revolut advertising. The UK financial Technplogy
company that offers banking service include a pre-paid debit card (Master Card
or visa). This product has many benefit in our life. It makes people persuade to
buy the product. Revolut is wrap in unique form, which makes people more
attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “to the 12,750 people who ordered a single
takeaway on valentine’s day. You ok, hun?”. The Presupposition :
1.) Revolut is the product which offer their product on valentine‟s day.
2.) Revolut is the product which have many customers in valaentine‟s day.
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Advertisement 4

Description
In the picture, there is MC Donald‟s advertising. There are two cups of ice
creams. The color is interesting. The sky is bright and it accompanied with two ice
creams. It makes people persuade to buy the product. Mc Donalds is wrap in
unique form, which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “Sun’s Out Fun’s Out”. The Presupposition :
1.) Mc Donalds product persuade people that if the weather is hot, we can
chose flake product.
2.) Mc Donalds Product is the product which make the people having fun
after taste it.
3.) Mc Donlds product is the product when the sun‟s out only not for
another weather.
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Advertisement 5

Description
In the picture, there is Burger King advertising. There is a big burger and it
seem delicious. And there is Coca Cola beside the Burger. It complete menu. It
makes people persuade to buy the product. Burger King is wrap in unique form,
which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “Zero Sugar”. The Presupposition :
1.) Coca Cola has no sugar on the Product
2.) Burger King and Coca Cola is one complete menu.

2.

The Types of Presupposition
In this research, the writer found some types of presupposition based on

Yule‟s Theory. There are existential presupposition, factive presupposition,
lexical presupposition, non factive presupposition, structural presupposition, and
counterfactual presupposition. But in this research, the researcher found only
some types of presupposition which is used in English advertisement of BBC.
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Advertisement 1

Description
In the picture, there is cigeratte advertising. This cigarette has a man who
enjoy smoth smoking. It makes men persuade to buy the product. Pall Mall
Cigarette is wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the
sensation.
Text of advertisement : Pall Mall “Famous Cigarettes”. The Presupposition :
1.) Pall Mall is a famous Cigarettes product all the time.
2.) Pall Mall product is the only one Cigarettes product which famous
among another.
3.) Pall Mall is interesting product
4.) PALL Mall is high quality product
5.) Pall Mall is not famous poduct
Text of Pall Mall in the extract 1 above showed existential presupposition.
Based on Yule, existential presupposition is not only assumed to be present in
possesive constructions ,but more generally. By using any of the expressions in
the speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence of the entities named.
Extract 2 above showed Lexical presupposition. According to Yule, Lexical
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presupposition is the use of one form with its asserted meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition that another (non-asserted) meaning is
understood and involving the lexical items, stop, start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece. In the extract 2, word Famous was categorized as
affirmation, therefore the researcher assumed that it is Lexical presupposition.
Extract 3 above showed Factive presupposition. according to Yule, Factive
Presupposition is derived from some verbs that can conclude a fact. The verbs
have an exact meaning that can be treated as a fact.
Extract 4 above showed Lexical Presupposition. According to Yule, Lexical
Presupposition is The use of one form with its asserted meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition that another (non-asserted) meaning is
understood and involving the lexical items, stop, start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece.Extract 5 above showed Counter Factual
Presupposition. According to YuleCounter Factual Presuppositionmeaning that
what is presupposed is the opposite of what is true, or contrary to facts.
Advertisement 2
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Description
In the picture, there is Red Bull advertising. This drinkinghave two Red bull
who collide each other. It makes people think what is that mean. Redd Bull is
wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the sensation.
Text of advertisement : Red Bull “Sugar Free”. The Presupposition :
1.) Red Bull is the product which have less sugar even there is no sugar on
the product.
2.) Red Bull is the product which have sugar more enough that people
have not already belive about the product.
3.) Red Bull is the product for people who use the sugar only.
Text of Red Bull in the extract 1 above showed existential presupposition.
Based on Yule, existential presupposition is not only assumed to be present in
possesive constructions ,but more generally. By using any of the expressions in
the speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence of the entities named.
Extract 2 above showed Conterfactual presupposition. According to Yule,
Conterfactual presupposition has a meaning that what is presupposed is the
opposite of what is true, or contrary to facts.Extract 3 above showed existential
presupposition. Based on Yule, existential presupposition isnot only assumed to
be present in possesive constructions ,but more generally. By using any of the
expressions in the speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence of the
entities named.
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Advertisement 3

Description
In the picture, there is Revolut advertising. The UK financial Technplogy
company that offers banking service include a pre-paid debit card (Master Card
or visa). This product has many benefit in our life. It makes people persuade to
buy the product. Revolut is wrap in unique form, which makes people more
attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “to the 12,750 people who ordered a single
takeaway on valentine’s day. You ok, hun?”. The Presupposition :
3.) Revolut is the product which offer their product on valentine‟s day.
4.) Revolut is the product which have many customers in valaentine‟s day.
Text of Revolut in the Extra 1 above showed Non Factive Presupposition.
Based on Yule, Non Factive Presupposition is one that assumed not to be true.
Extra 2 above showed Existential Presupposition. According to Yule,
Existential presupposition is the existence of the entitas named.
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Advertisement 4

Description
In the picture, there is MC Donald‟s advertising. There are two cups of ice
creams. The color is interesting. The sky is bright and it accompanied with two ice
creams. It makes people persuade to buy the product. Mc Donalds is wrap in
unique form, which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “Sun’s Out Fun’s Out”. The Presupposition :
1.) Mc Donalds product is persuade people that if the weather is hot, we
can chose flake product.
2.) Mc Donalds Product is the product which make the people having fun
after taste it.
3.) Mc Donlds product is the product when the sun‟s out only, not for
another weather.
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Text of Mc Donaldsin the extract 1 above showed Factive presupposition.
Based on Yule, Factive presupposition is derived from some verb that can
conclude a fact. The verbs have an exact meaning that can be treated as a fact.
Extract 2 above showed Lexical presupposition. According to Yule, Lexical
presupposition isThe use of one form with its asserted meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition that another (non-asserted) meaning is
understood and involving the lexical items, stop, start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece. Extract 3 above showed Factive presupposition.
Based on Yule, Factive presupposition is derived from some verb that can
conclude a fact.The verbs have an exact meaning that can be treated as a fact.
Advertisement 5

Description
In the picture, there is Burger King advertising. There is a big burger and it
seem delicious. And there is Coca Cola beside the Burger. It complete menu. It
makes people persuade to buy the product. Burger King is wrap in unique form,
which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
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Text of advertisement : “Zero Sugar”. The Presupposition :

1.

Coca Cola has no sugar on the Product

2.

Burger King and Coca Cola is one complete menu.

Text of Burger King in the Extract 1 above showed Existential Presupposition.
Based on Yule, Existential presupposition is not only assumed to be present in
possesive constructions ,but more generally. By using any of the expressions in
the speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence of the entities named. The
entitled name is Burger King. Extract 2 above showed
presupposition. According to Yule, Existential

Existential

presupposition is not only

assumed to be present in possesive constructions ,but more generally. By using
any of the expressions in the speaker is assumed to be submited to the existence
of the entities named.
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3.

The Function of Presupposition on BBC Advertisement
In this research, the writer found some function of presupposition based on

Liping Ge Theory. There are Conciseness Function, Interestingness Function,
Enlargement Function, Emphasis Function, Euphimism Function, Concealment
Function, Persuasion Function, Self Protection Function. But in this research, the
researcher found only some Function of presupposition which is used in English
advertisement of BBC.

Advertisement 1

Description
In the picture, there is cigeratte advertising. This cigarette has a man who
enjoy smoth smoking. It makes men persuade to buy the product. Pall Mall
Cigarette is wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the
sensation.
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Text of advertisement : Pall Mall “Famous Cigarettes”. The Presupposition :
1. Pall Mall is a famous Cigarettes product all the time.
2. Pall Mall product is the only one Cigarettes product which famous
among another.
3. Pall Mall is interesting product
4. PALL Mall is high quality product
5. Pall Mall is not famous poduct
Text of Pall Mall in the Extract 1 above showed Concisennes Function.
Based on Liping Ge, Consiceness Function is from reader‟s aspect, concise
language is more interesting, more effective , and more persuasive. Extract 2
above showed Enlargement Function. According to Liping Ge, Enlargement
Function can enlarge the amount of advertising information by presupposition.
Extract 3 above showed Interestingness Function. according to Liping Ge,
Interestingness Function is lively, vivid, and aesthetic advertising language
constituents are a main factor for arousing reader‟s interest.Extract 4 above
showed Emphasis Function. According to Liping Ge, Emphasis Function is in
communication no matter in oral form or written form people convey acertain
information.
Extract 5 above showed self protection. According to Liping Ge, Self Protection
Function is the function that able to downgrade the degree of the laudatory
words, phrases, and expressions and make the advertisement at least appear to be
more objective.
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Advertisement 2

Description
In the picture, there is Red Bull advertising. This drinkinghave two Red bull
who collide each other. It makes people think what is that mean. Redd Bull is
wrap in unique form, which makes people more attracted to taste the sensation.
Text of advertisement : Red Bull “Sugar Free”. The Presupposition :
1.) Red Bull is the product which have less sugar even there is no sugar on
the product.
2.) Red Bull is the product which have sugar more enough that people
have not already belive about the product.
3.) Red Bull is the product for people who use the sugar only.
Text of Red Bull in the extract 1 above showed Euphemism Function. Based on
Liping Ge, Euphemism Functionis the advertised writer have to point out the
undesired states in which the customers are. Without doubt doing so well threaten
the face of customers , engendering the antipaty of them. Extract 2 above showed
Enlargement Function. According to Liping Ge, Enlargement Function is
presupposition

can

enlarge

the

amount

advertisement

information

by
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presupposition. Extract 3 above showed Concealment Function. According to
Liping Ge, Concealment Function is Sometimes advertises conceal specific
advertising information deliberately to achieve cetain effect and presupposition
hence is employed.
Advertisement 3

Description
In the picture, there is Revolut advertising. The UK financial Technplogy
company that offers banking service include a pre-paid debit card (Master Card
or visa). This product has many benefit in our life. It makes people persuade to
buy the product. Revolut is wrap in unique form, which makes people more
attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “to the 12,750 people who ordered a single
takeaway on valentine’s day. You ok, hun?”. The Presupposition :
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1.) Revolut is the product which offer their product on valentine‟s day.
2.) Revolut is the product which have many customers in valaentine‟s day.

Advertisement 4

Description
In the picture, there is MC Donald‟s advertising. There are two cups of ice
creams. The color is interesting. The sky is bright and it accompanied with two ice
creams. It makes people persuade to buy the product. Mc Donalds is wrap in
unique form, which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
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Text of advertisement : “Sun’s Out Fun’s Out”. The Presupposition :
1.) Mc Donalds product is persuade people that if the weather is hot, we
can chose flake product.
2.) Mc Donalds Product is the product which make the people having fun
after taste it.
3.) Mc Donlds product is the product when the sun‟s out only, not for
another weather.
Text of Mc Donalds in the Extract 1 above showed Persuasion Function. Based
on Liping Ge, Persuasion Function is contained in an utterance has the function of
presupposition in any easy and a conceable way. Extract 2 above showed
Interestingness Function. According to Liping Ge, Interestingness Function is
lively, vivid and aesthetic advertising language constituents are a main factor for
arousing readers interest. Extract 3 above showed Emphasis Function. Based on
Liping Ge, Emphasis Function is in communication no matter in oral form or
written form people convey acertain information.
Advertisement 5
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Description
In the picture, there is Burger King advertising. There is a big burger and it
seem delicious. And there is Coca Cola beside the Burger. It complete menu. It
makes people persuade to buy the product. Burger King is wrap in unique form,
which makes people more attracted to buy the product.
Text of advertisement : “Zero Sugar”. The Presupposition :
1.) Coca Cola has no sugar on the Product
2.) Burger King and Coca Cola is one complete menu.
Text of Burger King in the extract 1 above showed Euphemism Function.
Based on Liping Ge, Euphemism Function is the advertisements writer have to
point out he undersired states in which the customers are. Without doubt doing s
well threaten the face of the customers, engendering the antipaty of them. Extract
2 above showed Interestingness Function. According to Liping Ge,
Interestingness Function is lively, vivid and aesthetic advertising language
constituents are a main factor for arousing readers interest.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions
Based on the findings and analysis in chapter IV, the writer draws the conclusion
as follow:
1. Types of Presupposition
Existential presupposition :
- Pall Mall is famous cigarettes product all the time
- Red Bull is the product which have less sugar even there is no sugar on
the product
- Red Bull is the product for people who use the sugar only
- Revolut is the product which have many customers in valentine‟s day
- Coca Cola has no sugar on the product
- Burger King and Coca Colain one complete menu
Factive Presupposition:
- Pall Mall is interesting product
- Mc Donalds product is persuade people that if the weather is hot, we can
choose flake product
- Mc Donalds product is the product when the sun‟s out only, not for
another weather
Lexical presupposition:
- Pall Mall product is the only one ciggarettes product which famous among
another
- Pall Mall is high qulity product
- Mc Donalds poduct is the product which make the people having fun after
taste it
Non factive Presupposition:
- Revolut is the product which offer their product on valentin‟s day
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Structural Presupposition:
- (it does not find on the sentence)
Conterfactual Presupposition
- Pall Mall is not famous product
- Red Bull is the product which have sugar more enough that people have
not already believe about the product

2. Function of Presupposition
Enlargement Function:
- Pall Mall product is the only one cigarette product which famous among
another.
- Red Bull is the product which have sugar more enough that people have
not already believe about the product.
Conciseness Function
- Pall Mall is a famous cigarette product all the time.
Euphemism Function
- Red Bull is the product which have less sugar even there is no sugar on the
product.
- Coca Cola has no sugar on the product.
Persuasion Function
- Mc Donalds is persuade people that if the weather is hot, we can choose
flake product.
Emphasis Function
- Pall Mall is high quality product.
- Revolut is the product which offer their product on valentine‟s day,
- Mc Donalds product is the product when the sun‟s out only, not for
another weather.
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Interestingness Function
- Pall Mall is interesting product.
- Mc Donalds product is the product which make the people having fun after
taste it.
- Burger King and Coca Cola is one complete menu.
Concealment Function
- Red Bull is the product for people who use the sugar only.
Self Protection Function
- Pall Mall is not famous product.
- Revolut is the product which have many customers in valentine‟s day.

B. Suggestion
The research focused on Meaning, types, and function of language
presupposition. this research is not perhaps as good as reader hope and expect,
due to the writer‟s lack of knowledge and ability. Therefore, as a subsequence of
this research, the writer suggest any future do futher study language
presupposition in another object. Finally, the writer hope this research would give
some significance in any way or step.
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Appendix 1
The data Types of Presupposition (TP)
NO

NAMA
DATA

1

TP 01

DATA
1.) Pall Mall is a

ANALYSIS
Extract 1 above showed

famous Cigarettes

existential presupposition. Based

product all the time.

on Yule, existential presupposition

2.) Pall Mall product

is not only assumed to be present in

is the only one

possesive constructions ,but more

Cigarettes product

generally. By using any of the

which famous

expressions in the speaker is

among another.

assumed to be submited to the

3.) Pall Mall is
interesting product
4.) PALL Mall is high
qulity product
5.) Pall Mall is not
famous poduct

existence of the entities named.
Extract 2 above showed Lexical
presupposition. According to
Yule, Lexical presupposition isThe
use of one form with its asserted
meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition
that another (non-asserted)
meaning is understood and
involving the lexical items, stop,
start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece. In the
extract 2, word Famous was
categorized as affirmation,
therefore the researcher assumed
that it is Lexical presupposition.
Extract 3 above showed Factive
presupposition. according to Yule,

Factive Presupposition is derived
from some verbs that can conclude
a fact. The verbs have an exact
meaning that can be treated as a
fact.
Extract 4 above showed Lexical
Presupposition. According to
Yule, Lexical Presupposition is The
use of one form with its asserted
meaning is conventionally
interpreted with the presupposition
that another (non-asserted)
meaning is understood and
involving the lexical items, stop,
start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece.
Extract 5 above showed Counter
Factual Presupposition.
According to YuleCounter Factual
Presuppositionmeaning that what is
presupposed is the opposite of
what is true, or contrary to facts.

2

TP 02

1.) Red Bull is the
product which have

Extract 1 above showed
existential presupposition. Based

less sugar even there on Yule, existential presupposition
is no sugar on the

is not only assumed to be present in

product.

possesive constructions ,but more

2.) Red Bull is the
product which have

generally. By using any of the
expressions in the speaker is

sugar more enough

assumed to be submited to the

that people have not

existence of the entities named.

already belive about

Extract 2 above showed

the product.

Conterfactual presupposition.

3.) Red Bull is the

According to Yule, Conterfactual

product for people

presupposition has a meaning that

who use the sugar

what is presupposed is the

only.

opposite of what is true, or contrary
to facts.
Extract 3 above showed
existential presupposition. Based
on Yule, existential presupposition
isnot only assumed to be present in
possesive constructions ,but more
generally. By using any of the
expressions in the speaker is
assumed to be submited to the
existence of the entities named.

3

TP 03

1.) Revolut is the

Extract 1 above showed Non

product which offer

Factive presupposition. Based on

their product on

Yule, Non Factive presupposition

Valentine‟s Day.

is one that assumed not to be true.

2.) Revolut is the

Extract 2 above showed

Product which have

Existential presupposition.

many customers in

According to Yule, Existential

Valentine‟s Day.

presupposition is is existence of the
entities named.

4

TP 04

1.) Mc Donalds

Extract 1 above showed Factive

product is persuade

presupposition. Based on Yule,

people that if the

Factive presupposition is derived

weather is hot, we

from some verb that can conclude a

can chose flake

fact. The verbs have an exact

product.

meaning that can be treated as a

2.) Mc Donalds

fact.

Product is the

Extract 2 above showed Lexical

product which make

presupposition. According to

the people having

Yule, Lexical presupposition isThe

fun after taste it.

use of one form with its asserted

3.) Mc Donlds product

meaning is conventionally

is the product when

interpreted with the presupposition

the sun‟s out only,

that another (non-asserted)

not for another

meaning is understood and

weather.

involving the lexical items, stop,
start, and again. There is
affirmation in the sentece.
Extract 3 above showed Factive
presupposition. Based on Yule,
Factive presupposition is derived
from some verb that can conclude a
fact.The verbs have an exact
meaning that can be treated as a
fact.

5

TP 05

1.) Coca Cola has no

Extract 1 above showed

sugar on the

Existential Presupposition. Based

Product

on Yule, Existential presupposition

2.) Burger King and

is not only assumed to be present in

Coca Cola is one

possesive constructions ,but more

complete menu.

generally. By using any of the
expressions in the speaker is
assumed to be submited to the

existence of the entities named.
The entitled name is Burger King.
Extract 2 above showed
Existential presupposition.
According to Yule, Existential
presupposition is not only assumed
to be present in possesive
constructions ,but more generally.
By using any of the expressions in
the speaker is assumed to be
submited to the existence of the
entities named.

Apendix 2
The data Function of Presupposition (FP)
NO

NAMA
DATA

1

TP 01

DATA
1.) Pall Mall is a

ANALYSIS
Extract 1 above showed

famous Cigarettes

Concisennes Function. Based on

product all the

Liping Ge, Consiceness Function

time.

is from reader‟s aspect, concise

2.) Pall Mall product

language is more interesting, more

is the only one

effective , and more persuasive.

Cigarettes product

Extract 2 above showed

which famous

Enlargement Function.

among another.

According to Liping Ge,

3.) Pall Mall is
interesting product
4.) PALL Mall is high
qulity product

Enlargement Function can enlarge
the amount of advertising
information by presupposition.
Extract 3 above showed

5.) Pall Mall is not
famous poduct

Interestingness Function.
according to Liping Ge,
Interestingness Function is lively,
vivid, and aesthetic advertising
language constituents are a main
factor for arousing reader‟s
interest.
Extract 4 above showed
Emphasis Function. According to
Liping Ge, Emphasis Function is
in communication no matter in oral
form or written form people
convey acertain information.
Extract 5 above showed self
protection. According to Liping
Ge, Self Protection Function is the
function that able to downgrade
the degree of the laudatory words,
phrases, and expressions and make
the advertisement at least appear to
be more objective.

2

FP 02

1.) Red Bull is the

Extract 1 above showed

product which have

Euphemism Function. Based on

less sugar even there

Liping Ge, Euphemism Functionis

is no sugar on the

the advertised writer have to point

product.

out the undesired states in which

2.) Red Bull is the

the customers are. Without doubt

product which have

doing so well threaten the face of

sugar more enough

customers , engendering the

that people have not

antipaty of them.

already belive about

Extract 2 above showed

the product.

Enlargement Function.

3.) Red Bull is the

According to Liping Ge,

product for people

Enlargement Function is

who use the sugar

presupposition can enlarge the

only.

amount advertisement information
by presupposition.
Extract 3 above showed
Concealment Function.
According to Liping Ge,
Concealment Function is
Sometimes advertises conceal
specific advertising information
deliberately to achieve cetain
effect and presupposition hence is
employed.

3

FP 03

1.) Revolut is the

Extract 1 above showed Emphasis

product which offer Function. Based on Liping Ge,
their product on

Emphasis Function is in

Valentine‟s Day.

communication no matter in oral

2.) Revolut is the

form or written form people

Product which have convey acertain information.
many customers in
Valentine‟s Day.

Extract 2 above showed Self
Protection Function. According
to Liping Ge , Self Protection
Function is the function that able
to downgrade the degree of the
laudatory words, phrases, and
expressions and make the
advertisement at least appear to be

more objective.
4

FP 04

1.) Mc Donalds

Extract 1 above showed

product is persuade

Persuasion Function. Based on

people that if the

Liping Ge, Persuasion Function is

weather is hot, we

contained in an utterance has the

can chose flake

function of presupposition in any

product.

easy and a conceable way.

2.) Mc Donalds

Extract 2 above showed

Product is the

InterestingnessFunction.

product which

According to Liping Ge,

make the people

Interestingness Function is lively,

having fun after

vivid and aesthetic advertising

taste it.

language constituents are a main

3.) Mc Donlds

factor for arousing readers interest.

product is the

Extract 3 above showed

product when the

Emphasis Function. Based on

sun‟s out only, not

Liping Ge, Emphasis Function is

for another weather. in communication no matter in oral
form or written form people
convey acertain information.
5

TP 05

1.) Coca Cola has no

Extract 1 above showed

sugar on the

Euphemism Functon. Based on

Product

Liping Ge, Euphemism Function is

2.) Burger King and

the advertisements writer have to

Coca Cola is one

point out he undersired states in

complete menu.

which the customers are. Without
doubt doing s well threaten the
face of the customers, engendering
the antipaty of them. Extract 2
above showed Interestingness

Fuction. According to Liping Ge,
Interestingness Function is lively,
vivid and aesthetic advertising
language constituents are a main
factor for arousing readers interest.

